The Global Trachoma Mapping Project
Project delivery

• Country-by-country approach, using standardized methodologies, tools and training systems
• 20-30 cluster CRS for each evaluation unit, designed to estimate TF prevalence of 10% with absolute precision of 3%
• Ownership of activities and data by MOH
• Emphasis on speed and quality
LABORERS WANTED

IMPECCABLE SAFETY RECORD

Haven't lost a finger in days!

MUST HAVE STRONG BACK, FIELD HANDS

$2.26/day

Steam-Powered Sawmill

YESLER

Apply in person - 1st Ave & Mill St
Data management

- **FIELD TEAM**
- **DM (ITI)**
- **RHB**
- **FMOH**
- **GAT**

- Data upload
- Data cleaning
- Approval C
- Data download
- Approval P
- Prevalence category

Global Trachoma Mapping Project
Innovation

• internationally-standardised graders
• normalisation of data
• secure web-based MOH approval of data
• inter-country collaboration
• a template for coordinated action
Project performance

Cumulative number of people examined

No. of People examined

By Week

- Ethiopia
- Nigeria
- Combined
1. internal = consortium

2. external = collaborator
3. working groups can generate quality and momentum
4. standardization is key to scale-up
5. grading is trachoma’s Achilles’ heel
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Aid Rushes Into Storm-Ravaged Philippines

Military...
6. external support is welcome
7. we ♥ LINKS
8. training works best in a new environment
9. flexibility is essential

Quake off Solomon Islands triggers deadly tsunami

Homes were damaged and at least five people have been reported dead after a tsunami triggered by an undersea earthquake hit the Solomon Islands.

The quake, with a magnitude 8.0, struck at 01:12 GMT near the Santa Cruz islands, the US Geological Survey said.

A tsunami measuring 0.9m (3ft) then hit Lata on eastern Santa Cruz island, swamping the island's airport.

A tsunami warning was triggered for several Pacific nations, but was cancelled about two hours later.

Lata is the main town on Santa Cruz, also known as Nendo. It is the largest island in the Santa Cruz island chain, part of the Solomon Islands group of islands, which is east of Australia.
10. NTD country is hard country